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ABSTRACT
We present Why Are We Like This? (WAWLT ), a mixed-initiative,
co-creative storytelling game in which two players develop a story
transcript by selecting and editing actions to perform and narra-
tivize in an ongoing simulation. In this paper, we lay out the major
technical features ofWAWLT ’s AI architecture—including story sift-
ing via Datalog queries, social simulation, action suggestions, and
player-specified but system-understandable author goals—and dis-
cuss how these features work together to produce a play experience
that facilitates player creativity.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Software and its engineering → Interactive games; • Ap-
plied computing→ Computer games.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Why Are We Like This? (WAWLT ) is an AI-supported digital story-
telling game. InWAWLT, one or more players (ideally two) work to
construct a story, supported by an AI system that serves to provide
players with inspiration and keep the story moving forward, even
when players are unsure what should happen next.

WAWLT ’s current setting involves a small community of re-
searchers who are temporarily stranded during a symposium at
a remote venue. Stories revolve around the conflicts that emerge
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between these characters due to misunderstandings and shared
history. Characters in WAWLT use story sifting patterns to make
narrative sense of the world. Because different characters have
access to different sifting patterns, they tell themselves different
stories about the events that have transpired—and these conflicting
understandings lead them to act in conflicting ways. By choosing
which of several possible narrative frames each character will adopt
for the same events, and how characters will act on the world based
on their understanding of past events, players guide the evolution
of these emergent conflicts.

WAWLT represents an example of AI-based game design [6]
inspired by the study of existing player storytelling practices [5, 12]
in simulation-driven games. In designingWAWLT, we set out to pro-
vide creativity support features that would help players overcome
four major barriers to creativity documented in [13]: fear of the
blank canvas; fear of judgment; writer’s block; and perfectionism.
Further design inspiration was drawn from tabletop storytelling
games [2, 19, 20], and from the AI-augmented improvisational the-
ater experience Bad News [26]. WAWLT aims to support player
storytelling practices by providing players with intelligent plot di-
rection suggestions, drawn from a live social simulation and guided
by player utterances in a machine-understandable intent language.

This paper briefly describes the WAWLT AI architecture and the
roles of its key subsystems in supporting mixed-initiative story-
telling. For more on the design ofWAWLT, see [10].

2 RELATEDWORK
WAWLT is a mixed-initiative co-creative [14] casual creator [4]
for storytelling. Many of its storytelling mechanics were inspired
by similar mechanics from tabletop storytelling games [2, 19, 20].
Other casual creators for storytelling, such asWriting Buddy [25],
and other mixed-initiative co-creative storytelling systems, such
as Mimisbrunnur [28], have provided valuable design inspiration
for WAWLT, but have not fully embraced the use of a fine-grained
simulated storyworld as we aim to here.

The same is true of co-creative writing processes driven by lan-
guage models [3, 15, 21, 27]. Moreover, language model-based sys-
tems are particularly flawed from a creativity support perspective
due to their lack of an explicit world model. Because of this lack,
they frequently go off track or make suggestions that clearly con-
tradict previous statements, forcing users to spend time and en-
ergy repeatedly reminding them of established facts via prompting
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Figure 1: An overall system diagram of WAWLT, showing
the important modules and data flows. Pink subsystems (ac-
tion definitions and the storyworld state database) consist
of inert data; blue subsystems (author goals, suggested ac-
tions, autonomous actions, and the storyworld investigator)
act on this data; and the transcript emerges from player ac-
tions over the course of play.

techniques. This distracts from the useful creativity support fea-
tures they provide (suggestions about “what happens next”) and
exacerbates the problem of maintaining consistency, which even
experienced authors may already find difficult on their own.

WAWLT is built around story sifting [22, 23] in both its imple-
mentation and its design, making central use of the story sifting and
simulation engine Felt [11]. Story sifting approaches to emergent
narrative attempt to address the challenges of narrative genera-
tion through curation: by allowing a simulated storyworld to run,
generating a massive chronicle of mostly-uninteresting simulated
events, and then searching within this chronicle for patterns of
narratively compelling events, it is possible to provide players with
compelling stories or microstories without baking knowledge of
how to tell a compelling story directly into the simulation engine
itself. Several existing play experiences [8, 9, 26] make use of story
sifting technology to some extent, but we believe WAWLT is the
first to center story sifting as a player-facing game mechanic.

3 EXAMPLE PLAY SESSION
At the start of a play session, two players sit down and generate
a new WAWLT scenario. The game generates a storyworld state
database containing an initial cast of characters and institutions and
some basic relationships between them. It then performs backstory
simulation to quickly generate a history for this cast.

Control is handed off to the players, who are prompted to choose
some author goals and a subset of all the characters at the sympo-
sium to participate in the first scene. The players don’t yet know
anything about the history of the storyworld, so they pick a couple
of characters with interesting-sounding names and traits to partici-
pate in the first scene. They also select a single author goal: “cast
suspicion on Vincent”, one of the two characters they selected.

The system prompts the players with five different action sugges-
tions, all of which could motivate Vincent to pursue revenge against
another character. The players discuss which of these actions to per-
form, then select an action in which Mikayla, the other character in
the scene, makes a disparaging comment about Vincent’s research.
A terse system-generated description of this action is added to the
transcript, with an editable text box below it in which the players
can write a more detailed description. The action’s effects are also
run, updating the storyworld state database.

The players want to learn more about Mikayla and Vincent, so
they use the characters tab of the storyworld investigator to look
up Mikayla’s and Vincent’s information cards. They discover that
Mikayla and Vincent are both doctoral students in the same lab who
had previously worked on a major project together, but eventually
both left the project over personal differences. This information
helps the players develop a clearer picture of the relationship be-
tween Mikayla and Vincent up until this point, and allows them to
write dialogue in their description of the insult action that makes
reference to these past events.

After selecting severalmore system-suggested actions forMikayla
and Vincent to perform within this scene, the players decide that
they have accomplished their current author goal of casting sus-
picion on Vincent. They end the scene, and are prompted to pick
characters and author goals for a new scene. In the meantime, char-
acters not participating in the first scene have performed a number
of autonomous actions, guided by the players’ author goals. The
players use the storyworld investigator to view these background
events, and use this to guide their selection of participants and
author goals for the second scene.

The players disagree briefly about whether the next scene should
focus on establishing a conflict between two characters (Alex and
Rashida) or between two values (comfort and safety). Eventually,
they choose to compromise, selecting three author goals: one goal
that explicitly focuses action suggestions on the establishment of a
values conflict, and two goals that instruct the system to involve
both Alex and Rashida in the plot as much as possible.

As the play session continues, the players’ focus shifts from
investigating the history of the storyworld and opening up new
possibilities toward pulling threads together to bring the story to a
satisfying conclusion. Correspondingly, in early scenes, the players
choose author goals focused on escalating tension and introducing
new conflicts, but in later scenes, they select goals that steer action
suggestions toward reconciliation between characters instead.

4 ARCHITECTURE
4.1 Storyworld State Database
The state of theWAWLT storyworld is stored in a DataScript [18]
database managed by the Felt [11] story sifting and simulation
engine. Storyworld entities represented in the database include
characters, projects, institutions, events, relationships, and impres-
sions. The latter two of these are especially interesting, and are
described at greater length here:

A relationship entity stores one character’s view of another,
including both impressions formed of that character’s actions and
role relationship information (for instance, in the case of an advi-
sor/student relationship or a marriage). It also contains a numeric
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charge value representing the source character’s overall attitude
toward the target, with positive values reflecting a positive attitude
and vice versa. There are two relationship entities for every pair of
characters, one pointing in each direction.

An impression represents a source character’s evaluation of
a target character based on a particular introspection event. Each
impression stores a pointer back to its cause: the event that led
to its creation. One character’s overall charge toward another is
given by the sum of the numerical scores associated with the source
character’s impressions of the target. A single relationship may
be defined by up to three positive and three negative impressions;
stronger impressions displace weaker ones over time, and some
actions (“gossip actions”) allow impressions to be communicated
from one character to another. Many simulation-driven narrative
systems [7, 17, 24] model character knowledge phenomena at a
fine-grained level, tracking per-character awareness of many indi-
vidual facts about the world. In WAWLT, we instead assume that
all characters know about every event, but that most characters
only care about events that are somehow directly relevant to them.
Character knowledge is thus replaced in our system by subjective im-
pressions, which are fewer in number and more reliably narratively
consequential than granular facts about the world.

At the beginning of each play session, we initialize a cast of 10
characters with random traits and probabilistically set role rela-
tionships (“works for”, “advises”, etc) between characters where
appropriate. We then run backstory simulation to flesh out several
years of character life history and shared intellectual and social his-
tory among the cast. This bootstrapping of social context mitigates
fear of the blank canvas [4, 13] in players by providing an interesting
starting scenario, with many sites of narrative potential for players
to develop through play. Backstory simulation draws from a pool
of longer-timescale backstory actions that aren’t available during
gameplay, such as “join institution”, “write paper together”, “pub-
lish a controversial book”, “take industry position”, and “take leave
to parent”. After initial setup, subsequent simulation actions draw
from a larger pool of shorter-timescale actions that make sense to
happen in the course of a few days, on location at the symposium.

4.2 Author Goals
Author goals provide players with a player intent language [16]
that they can use to explicitly communicate their current creative
intent to the system. This intent language is one of the main novel
features of theWAWLT architecture.

Examples of supported author goals include “Involve character
in plot as role”; “Cast suspicion on character”; “Defuse tension
between character and character”; and “Introduce false lead”. Italics
in goal names indicate parameter slots. For instance, if players want
to focus on actions involving a particular character, they can add
this character to a character slot in any goal that provides one.
Alternatively, players can also leave this slot empty, in which case
the system will treat it as a wildcard that stands for “any character.”

Custom author goals that allow players to specify finer-grained
constraints on action suggestions are also available. When speci-
fying a custom author goal, players can use a lightweight textual
query language to (for instance) prioritize actions that contain
specific substrings in their taglines, feature specific characters, or

belong to specific categories (such as “introspection actions” or
“actions that involve projects”). These criteria can also be combined
in arbitrary ways.

Author goals are used to rank all currently possible actions in
order to provide players with action suggestions. Each author goal
is associated with a heuristic function that takes a possible action
as an argument and returns a numerical score representing the
relevance of this possible action to this author goal. To provide
players with action suggestions, WAWLT first generates a list of
all currently possible actions, then evaluates these possible actions
against the set of currently active author goals. Every active author
goal contributes a score to each possible action, and the list of
possible actions is sorted by the total combined score from all
active author goals, so that the most goal-relevant actions appear
closest to the top of the suggestions list. This provides players with
support in navigating the space of currently possible actions, which
may contain hundreds of possible actions at any given point.

Author goals are also intended to help players negotiate their
intent with one another by making this intent explicit. Because
players have to agree on what author goals to select, and because
they’re prompted to adjust their author goals at the start of every
new scene, the system encourages players to regularly discuss their
intent with one another, and players may have to explicitly argue
for the things they want to have happen in the story. In this way,
author goals can function similarly to the “palette” mechanism in
tabletop storytelling games like Microscope [20], which requires
players to explicitly discuss what they do and don’t want to include
in the story they are creating together.

4.3 Action Suggestions
Character actions in WAWLT are defined as Felt [11] actions. They
have preconditions, which take the form of Felt sifting patterns, and
effects, which update the database when the action is performed.

Actions include both external actions, in which characters act
on the world outside of themselves, and introspection actions, in
which characters reflect on past events through the lens of a par-
ticular narrative frame. External actions might include “discuss a
shared value with Rashida”, “insult Vincent”, or “sabotage Alex’s
experiment”; introspection actions might include “speculate that
Lea dislikes me” or “conclude that Mikayla is a mean person.” In-
trospection actions often produce impressions that influence the
introspecting character’s attitude toward another character. By sep-
arating out character reasoning into a category of first-class actions
that players can observe and perform directly, and that are added
to the transcript for players to elaborate on within their stories, we
hope to expose character reasoning to the players explicitly—and,
thereby, to mitigate the Tale-Spin effect [29], in which a system is
mistaken by players as less intelligent than it actually is due to
insufficient exposure of the internal processes.

The action suggestion interface displays the five most highly
ranked possible actions for characters who are involved in the
current scene. Possible actions in the action suggestion interface are
displayed alongside some details about why this action is currently
possible, including a display of which active author goals contribute
to the surfacing of this action suggestion; a tree of previous actions
that causally contributed to this action; and a short description of
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any other preconditions for this action, such as the presence of
certain character traits on the action’s protagonist.

The player may use a search bar to filter action suggestions
without changing author goals. This search bar uses the same light-
weight textual query language used in custom author goals.

4.4 Autonomous Actions
Characters who aren’t involved in the current scene can perform
actions autonomously in the background. Autonomous actions are
influenced by author goals, but chosen via weighted random selec-
tion from several of the higher-scoring possible actions for offscreen
characters, rather than selected by the players. Autonomous actions
are intended to help mitigate writer’s block by ensuring that the
storyworld will always continue to develop in significant ways,
even if the players can’t think of anything interesting to do in a
particular scene. We are inspired here by the design property of
incrementality [13], which was found to support player storytelling
in existing simulation-driven games.

4.5 Storyworld Investigator
The storyworld investigator provides players with fine-grained tools
for investigating the history and current state of the storyworld
while writing their stories. The investigator is divided into several
tabs, each of which displays a complete list of all instances of a
certain type of storyworld entity (characters, relationships, projects,
institutions, and events) and lets the player view information cards
containing more detailed information about these entities. Infor-
mation cards are linked together with hyperlinks to enable rapid
exploration of the web of storyworld entities. For instance, while
viewing the information card for a particular character, links under
the “Relationships” section allow rapid navigation to information
cards containing more detailed information about this character’s
relationships with other characters, including the impressions that
shape each character’s perception of the other.

4.6 Transcript
The transcript holds a running record of “the story so far”: an arti-
fact of play [1] containing short system-generated summaries of
all player-accepted action suggestions since the start of the play
session, interleaved with more detailed player-generated prose de-
scriptions of these actions. By allowing players to annotate events
with their own descriptions, we aim to provide support for extrap-
olative narrativization [12]: a player storytelling behavior in which
players seize on and elaborate minor details in the stories they tell
about their play experiences, regardless of whether these details are
explicitly modeled in the simulation. Editable free-text descriptions
of events give players a place to decide for themselves what as-
pects of an event are most important, and to establish and reference
recurring story elements not modeled in the computational system.

5 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented the AI architecture of Why Are We Like
This? (WAWLT ), an AI-supported storytelling game intended to
provide explicit support for the kinds of player storytelling prac-
tices seen in many simulation-driven games. WAWLT makes exten-
sive use of story sifting, both to implement character subjectivity

(through introspection actions) and to provide players with tools
for investigating the history and current state of the storyworld
(through the storyworld investigator).WAWLT also supports player
storytelling practices by providing players with intelligent plot di-
rection suggestions, drawn from an ongoing social simulation and
guided by player utterances in a machine-understandable intent
language, realized here in the form of author goals.
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